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UCI Replay
Recording in Lecture Halls

When recording on the classroom computer in the following lecture halls, the wireless microphone can be captured via these instructions:
BS31200  EH1200  HIB100  PCB1100  SSLH100
ELH100  DBH1100  HSLH100A  PSLH100  SSPA1100

1. Start by clicking the Camtasia Relay icon
2. Log In to Camtasia Relay
3. Verify your microphone setting as "Built-in Input: Line-In"
4. End recording
5. Select display and camera (optional)
6. Submit presentation and wait 2 minutes before logging off or shutting down
7. Discard presentation

Recordings may be lost if user logs out:
- While recording, before pressing Stop
- After recording, before pressing Submit

Note: While recording, if computer is idle for 120 minutes, a logout will automatically occur.

Enter a title based on course code or class name (be consistent with all recordings)

Start recording

Trim your recording
Preview your recording

Check the recording volume
Start recording

Verify your microphone setting as "Built-in Input: Line-In"